Name of the Tool

Hoosier State Chronicles

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://newspapers.library.in.gov/

Subject

Newspapers – Indiana - Archives

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Indiana State Library

Brief History

This online resource originated with grant funding from the National Endowment for
the Humanities that enabled them, in partnership with the Indiana Historical Society,
to digitize Indiana newspapers for the National Digital Newspaper Program (NDNP).

Scope and Coverage

It covers titles from Indiana’s historic newspapers and 8 million newspaper pages
from around the united States.

Kind of Information

This collection of Hoosier State Chronicles contains 119,780 issues comprising
903,489 pages till date.
Hoosier State Chronicles provide free, online access to high quality digital images of
Indiana's historic newspapers by digitizing their collection, and assisting other
organizations in making their collections digitally available.
The Indiana titles are digitized through NDNP are also available at the Library of
Congress's Chronicling America, along with over 8 million newspaper pages from
around the United States.
The Indiana State Library Newspaper Division has the largest collection of Indiana
newspapers either in print, microfilm or in digital format.

Special Features
 Newspapers are browsable by Date

 Newspaper titles are also browsable by country

 Searching: users can perform a simple search by typing keywords in the search
box and clicking "Search". The search engine will return results that include all
of the search terms.
 Advanced search:
The Advanced search tab allows to limit the search results by:



One or more publications
A date range

It also allows the users to search within full text/article headlines/comments/tags.
Arrangement Pattern

Newspaper titles are arranged alphabetically

Remarks

Hoosier State Chronicles collection provides The Indiana newspapers and 8 million
newspaper pages from around the United States through Library of Congress's
Chronicling America. So it is a very useful source of information to study about the
Indiana and United States history.

Comparable Tools

 Chronicling America : Historic American Newspapers
( http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/)
 Readex : America’s Historical Newspapers
( http://www.readex.com/content/americas-historical-newspapers)
 The New York Times : Archive ( https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/browser)
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